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the dons of the Camb. Hist, would make. The foreigners
didn't make it, neither Berlin nor Petersburg. . . . As to
Grey, there is too much to discuss for a letter. Your analy-
sis of his character is, I think, at once brilliant/true and
wonderfully, surprisingly, sympathetic. But I think your
internationalism makes you several times load the dice
against your country or its allies, as I should probably not
escape loading them the other way.
. . . We are very happy here, a very pleasant party, and
this lovely place and country and the sea which we saw
yesterday afternoon dancing in the sun.
I immensely enjoyed our day on Tuesday.
From Sir George Trevelyan *	June 7, 1927
dear john bailey,
You certainly have faithfully earned, and finely illus-
trated the confidence which Lady Frederick displayed to-
wards you.2
... I began by reading your Introduction, and then the
whole of the Second Volume, doing nothing else for three
days, and thinking of little, or nothing, else ever since.
All that part I rather devoured than read, and the First
Volume I have studied more leisurely, and less passion-
ately, since. I will say at once, most unreservedly, that I
cannot imagine how the whole thing, in all points, could
be improved upon. I more and more perceived and
understood, as I read, the unerring skill with which the
Appendices were devised, arranged, and utilised; and your
" setting " of the diary, in the explanatory matter from
your- own pen, could not possibly be better done. Every
ene you write about is as much alive as he was in life,
and as he is in the p^ges of Lady Frederick's Diary. I
would instance especially your picture, in so few touches,
of Harrington in your Introduction. But it is so every-
where, and all along.
 1	The late Sir George Trevelyan, O.M,
 2	Referring to the Diary of Lady Frederick Cavendish, my half-sister;
edited and published by my husband in 1927.

